In this paper, a sparsity-driven method of micro-Doppler analysis is proposed for dynamic hand gesture recognition with radar sensors. First, sparse representations of the echoes reflected from dynamic hand gestures are achieved through the Gaussian-windowed Fourier dictionary. Second, the micro-Doppler features of dynamic hand gestures are extracted using the orthogonal matching pursuit algorithm. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Dynamic hand gesture recognition has been regarded as an effective approach for human-computer interaction [1] . Numerous vision-based methods for dynamic hand gesture recognition have been developed [2] . However, these methods are sensitive to the illumination condition and cannot work in conditions of low visibility. In contrast, a radar sensor is capable of detecting and classifying moving targets independent of light conditions. Recently, radarbased approaches for dynamic hand gesture recognition have attracted much attention [3] - [8] . In [3] , a Doppler radar system is developed for detecting three kinds of dynamic hand gestures. In [4] , a portable radar sensor is employed to recognize dynamic hand gestures using application-dependent features and principal component analysis (PCA), and the results illustrate the potential of radar-based dynamic hand gesture recognition for smart home applications. Molchanov et al. [5] , [6] use frequency modulated continuous wave (CW) radar and analyze the range-Doppler images of dynamic hand gestures of drivers. As presented in [6] , radar echoes of dynamic hand gestures contain multiple components with time-varying frequency modulations, which are referred to as micro-Doppler signatures [7] - [22] . In recent years, the use of micro-Doppler analysis for the hand gesture recognition has attracted growing attention. In [7] , the feasibility of hand gestures recognition using micro-Doppler signatures with a deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) is investigated, and the recognition accuracy is found to be 93.1% for seven gestures. In [8] , the empirical micro-Doppler features are fed into support vector machine (SVM) to accomplish dynamic hand gesture recognition.
Most micro-Doppler-based methods for human activity classification contain two key phases: 1) feature extraction and 2) classification. In Phase 1), a feature vector, which usually has lower dimension than the raw radar data, is derived from the received signal via certain feature extraction techniques. In [15] , some empirical features such as the maximal instantaneous frequency and the period of motion are extracted from the time-frequency spectrogram. The techniques for dimension reduction, including PCA [16] - [18] , empirical mode decomposition [19] , linear predictive coding [20] , and singular value decomposition [21] , have also been employed to extract micro-Doppler features. In Phase 2), the micro-Doppler features extracted in Phase 1) are inputted into a trained classifier to determine the type of the observed human activity. A variety kinds of classifiers, including k-nearest neighbor (NN), SVM [15] , and Bayes classifier [21] , have been used for human activity classification. Recently, DCNN have been used in human activity classification [7] , [22] , which extracts micro-Doppler features from time-frequency spectrograms using convolutional filters and performs classification via fully connected perceptron functions. The experimental results in existing literatures show that the performances of these classifiers depend on applications, though generally the choice of correct features is more important than which classifier is used.
The sparse signal processing technique [23] provides a new perspective for radar data reduction without compromising performance, and this technique has been used to extract micro-Doppler features of vibrating or rotating targets [24] - [27] . In [24] , the micro-Doppler signatures induced by rotating scatterers in radar imaging applications are extracted by the orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) algorithm. A pruned OMP algorithm is developed in [25] , which achieves the joint estimation of the spatial distribution of the scatterers on the target and the rotational speed of the target. In [26] and [27] , the sparse signal processing technique is combined with the time-frequency analysis to obtain high accuracy of helicopter classification. The methods proposed in [24] - [27] are based on the analytic expressions of the micro-Doppler signals and cannot be used for dynamic hand gesture analysis because it is difficult to analytically formulate the radar echoes of dynamic hand gestures. To the best of our knowledge, the combination of sparse signal representation and the micro-Doppler analysis for dynamic hand gesture recognition has not been sufficiently investigated yet.
In this paper, we propose a sparsity-driven method of micro-Doppler analysis for dynamic hand gesture recognition. First, the radar echoes reflected from dynamic hand gestures are mapped into the time-frequency domain through the Gaussian-windowed Fourier dictionary. Then, the micro-Doppler features of the dynamic hand gestures are extracted via the OMP algorithm and fed into the modified-Hausdorff-distance-based NN classifier for recognition. Experiments with real data collected by a K-band radar show that 1) the recognition accuracy produced by the proposed method exceeds 96% under moderate noise, and 2) the proposed method outperforms the PCA-based and DCNN-based methods in conditions of small training dataset. In addition, the proposed method is expected to achieve real-time processing in practical applications with optimized code and accelerated hardware. The main contribution of this paper lies in the combination of the sparsity-aware feature extraction and the modifiedHausdorff-distance-based classifier for dynamic hand gesture recognition. The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. The radar data collection is described in Section II. In Section III, we present the details about the sparsity-driven micro-Doppler feature extraction and dynamic hand gesture recognition. In Section IV, the experimental results based on the measured data are provided. Section V presents the conclusion.
II. MEASUREMENT OF DYNAMIC HAND GESTURES
The data analyzed in this paper are collected by a K-band CW radar system. The carrier frequency and the base-band sampling frequency are 25 GHz and 1 kHz, respectively. The radar antenna is oriented directly to the human hand at a distance of 0.3 m. The following four dynamic hand gestures are considered: (a) hand rotation, (b) beckoning, (c) snapping fingers, and (d) flipping fingers. The illustrations and descriptions of the four dynamic hand gestures are shown in Fig. 1 and Table I , respectively. The data are collected from three personnel targets: two males and one female. Each person repeats a particular dynamic hand gesture for 20 times. Each 0.6-s time interval containing a complete dynamic hand gesture is recorded as a signal segment. The total number of the signal segments is (4 gestures) × (3 personnel targets) × (20 repeats) = 240.
To visualize the time-varying characteristics of the dynamic hand gestures, the short time Fourier transform with a Kaiser window is applied to the received signals to obtain the corresponding spectrograms. The resulting spectrograms of the four dynamic hand gestures from one personnel target are shown in Fig. 2 . It is clear that the timefrequency trajectories of these dynamic hand gestures are different from each other. The Doppler shifts corresponding to the gesture "hand rotation" continuously change along the time axis because the velocity of the hand continuously changes during the rotation process. The echo of the gesture "beckoning" contains a negative Doppler shift and a positive Doppler shift, which are corresponding to the back and forth movements of the fingers, respectively. The negative Doppler shift of the gesture "snapping fingers" is larger than its positive Doppler shift, since the velocity corresponding to the retreating movement of the fingers is much larger than the velocity corresponding to the returning movement. The time-frequency trajectory of the gesture "flipping fingers" starts with a positive Doppler shift that corresponds to the middle finger flipping toward the radar. The differences among the time-frequency trajectories imply the potential to distinguish different dynamic hand gestures. From Fig. 2 , we can also see that most of the power of the dynamic hand gesture signals is distributed in limited areas in the time-frequency domain. This allows us to use sparse signal processing techniques to extract micro-Doppler features of dynamic hand gestures. Fig. 3 shows the spectrograms of received signals corresponding to dynamic hand gesture "hand rotation" from three personnel targets. It can be seen that the time-frequency spectrograms of the same gesture from different personnel targets have similar patterns.
III. SPARSITY-DRIVEN DYNAMIC HAND GESTURE RECOGNITION
The scheme of the proposed method is illustrated in Fig. 4 . This method contains two subprocesses, i.e., the training process and the testing process. The training process is composed of two steps. First, the time-frequency trajectory of each training signal is extracted using the OMP algorithm. Second, the K-means algorithm is employed to cluster the time-frequency trajectories of all training signals and generate the central trajectory corresponding to each dynamic hand gesture. In the testing process, the modified Hausdorff distances [28] , [29] between the time-frequency trajectory of the testing signal and the central trajectories of dynamic hand gestures are computed and inputted into the NN classifier to determine the type of the dynamic hand gesture under test. The details of the proposed method are presented ahead.
A. Extracting Time-Frequency Trajectory
As discussed in Section II, the time-frequency distributions of the dynamic hand gesture signals are generally sparse. Denoting the received signal as an N × 1 vector y, the model of the sparse representation of y in timefrequency domain can be expressed as [23] 
where is an N × M time-frequency dictionary, x is an M × 1 sparse vector, and η is an N × 1 noise vector. When there are only P nonzero entries in x, x is called a P -sparse signal. In this paper, we use the Gaussian-windowed Fourier basis signal, which is widely used in time-frequency analysis [30] , to generate the dictionary . The mth column of dictionary can be expressed as
where
where t m and f m represent the time shift and the frequency shift of the basis signal, respectively, σ is the variance of the Gaussian window. As discussed in [30] , for a certain variance σ of the Gaussian window, the value sets of the time shift t m and the frequency shift f m can be set to be {0.5σ, σ, 1.5σ, . . . , 0.5σ × N/(0.5σ ) } and {1π/σ, 2π/σ, 3π/σ, . . . , 2π}, respectively, where · is the round down function. Based on the sparse signal processing technique [23] , when P N < M, the sparse representation vector x in (1) can be obtained bŷ
where || · || 0 and || · || 2 denote the L 0 and L 2 norms, respectively. The solution for (4) can be obtained by greedy algorithms such as the OMP algorithm [31] or linear programming after replacing L 0 norm with L 1 norm in (4) . In this paper, we use the OMP algorithm to solve (4), which first finds the sparse support of x iteratively and then determines the nonzero coefficients of the sparse solution by the least square estimator. The sparse solution is denoted aŝ
wherex is the P -sparse vector and the nonzero elements arex i p (p = 1, 2, . . . , P ). According to (1) , (3), and (5), the received signal y can be expressed as
Equation (6) implies that the time-frequency characteristics of y can be described by a group of basis signals with time-frequency parameters (t i p , f i p ,x i p ) (p = 1, 2, . . . , P ). Based on this observation, we define the time-frequency trajectory of y as
where A i p = |x i p | indicates the intensity at the timefrequency position (t i p , f i p ) (p = 1, 2, . . . , P ). To explain the sparse signal representation clearer, the OMP algorithm is applied to analyze the measured signals presented in Fig. 2 . The length of each dynamic hand gesture signal is 0.6 s and the sampling frequency is 1 kHz, which means that the value of N is 600. The sparsity P is set to be 10. The variance σ of the Gaussian window is set to be 32. The dictionary is designed as discussed above and its size is 600 × 2400. The OMP algorithm is used to solve sparse vectorx, and then the reconstructed signal is obtained by y rec = x. The time-frequency spectrograms of the reconstructed signals y rec are plotted in Fig. 5 . By comparing Figs. 2 and 5, we can find that the reconstructed signals contain the majority part of the original time-frequency features. In addition, it is clear that the noise energy has been significantly suppressed in the reconstructed signals, which is beneficial to dynamic hand gesture recognition. The locations of time-frequency trajectory, i.e., (t i p , f i p ) (p = 1, 2, . . . , P ), extracted by the OMP algorithms are plotted in Fig. 6 . By comparing Figs. 2 and 6, we can see that the extracted time-frequency trajectories are capable of representing the time-frequency patterns of corresponding dynamic hand gestures.
B. Clustering for Central Time-Frequency Trajectory
In the training process, a central time-frequency trajectory is clustered for each dynamic hand gesture using the K-means algorithm based on the time-frequency trajectories of training signals. The details of clustering process are presented ahead.
We assume there are S segments of training signals for each dynamic hand gesture, denoted as y time-frequency trajectory. However, in realistic scenarios, a human can hardly repeat one dynamic hand gesture in a completely same way. Therefore, there are minor differences among the time-frequency trajectories extracted from different realizations of one dynamic hand gesture. In order to explain this phenomenon more clearly, we plot the locations of the time-frequency trajectories extracted from eight segments of signals corresponding to the gesture "snapping fingers" in Fig. 7(a) for an example. It is clear that the time-frequency trajectories of different signal segments are distributed closely to each other with slight differences. In order to extract the main pattern from the time-frequency trajectories of training data, the K-means algorithm, which is a clustering technique widely used in pattern recognition [32] , [33] , is employed to generate the central time-frequency trajectory of each dynamic hand gesture. The inputs of the K-means algorithm are the time-frequency positions on the time-frequency trajectories of S training signals and the total number of input time-frequency positions is P × S. With the K-means algorithm, P central time-frequency positions are produced to minimize the mean squared distance from each input time-frequency position to its nearest central position. The K-means algorithm is capable of compressing data and suppressing disturbances while retaining the major pattern of input data. More details about the K-means algorithm can be found in [33] . We denote the central time-frequency trajectory of dynamic hand gesture g generated by the K-means algorithm as
where t respectively, and the superscript g is the dynamic hand gesture index. Fig. 7(b) shows the location of the central timefrequency trajectory generated by the K-means algorithm using the time-frequency positions in Fig. 7(a) . It is clear that the majority of time-frequency positions in Fig. 7 (a) are located around the central time-frequency trajectory in Fig. 7(b) , which implies that the central time-frequency trajectory is capable of representing the major time-frequency pattern of a dynamic hand gesture.
C. NN Classifier Based on Modified Hausdorff Distance
In the testing process, the type of dynamic hand gesture corresponding to a given testing signal is determined by the NN classifier. The modified Hausdorff distance, which is widely used in the fields of pattern recognition [28] , [29] , is used to measure the similarity between the timefrequency trajectory of the testing signal and the central time-frequency trajectory of each dynamic hand gesture.
For a testing signal y ( * ) , the classification process can be divided into three steps.
First, the time-frequency trajectory T (y ( * ) ) is extracted using the OMP algorithm as described in Section III-A.
Second, the modified Hausdorff distances between T (y ( * ) ) and the central time-frequency trajectories T c,g (g = 1, 2, . . . , G) are computed according to the following formula [28] :
where τ ( * ) is an element in set T (y ( * ) ), i.e., τ ( * ) is a parameter set composed of the time shift, the frequency shift and the amplitude as described in (7), and d H (·, ·) represents the Hausdorff distance, which is defined as [29] 
where τ is an element in set T c,g . More details about modified Hausdorff distance can be found in [29] . Third, the type of the dynamic hand gesture corresponding to y ( * ) is determined by the following NN classifier:
where G represents the total number of dynamic hand gestures and g ( * ) indexes the recognition result.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the real-data measured with the K-band radar are used to validate the proposed method in terms of recognition accuracy, which is defined as the proportion of correctly recognized dynamic hand gesture signals among all the testing signals.
A. Analysis About the Recognition Accuracies and the Sparsity
In this experiment, we evaluate the recognition accuracies of the proposed method with different values of sparsity P . The performance of the proposed method is compared with that of the sparse-SVM method proposed by the same authors [34] . With the sparse-SVM method, the time-frequency trajectories of the dynamic hand gestures are extracted by the OMP algorithm as described in Section III-A and inputted into SVM for recognition. The sparsity P is varied from 7 to 21 with a step size of 2, and the recognition accuracies are computed using cross validation. For each value of sparsity P , we randomly select a certain proportion of measured signals for training, and the remaining data are used for testing. The recognition accuracies are averaged over 50 trails with randomly selected training data. The variance σ of the Gaussian window is set to be 32. The recognition accuracies yielded by the proposed method and the sparse-SVM method using 30% and 70% of data for training are illustrated in Fig. 8 , and the confusion matrix yielded by the proposed method with P = 17 with 30% training data is presented in Table II .
It is clear from Fig. 8 that the recognition accuracies of the proposed method increases as the sparsity P increases when P ≤ 15. This is because more features of the dynamic hand gestures are extracted as the sparsity P increases. The recognition accuracies change slightly as the sparsity P increases when P ≥ 17. This is because no more useful features can be extracted in this condition. Therefore, the sparsity P is selected to be larger than 15 for the experimental dataset in this paper to achieve satisfying recognition accuracy. If the proposed method is applied to other dataset, the sparsity P should be selected large enough to extract the micro-Doppler features sufficiently. However, a too large value of sparsity P results in more computational burden. In order to determine the proper value of sparsity P , we suggest to employ the training scheme proposed in [35] . With this training scheme, the training dataset is used for selecting the value of sparsity P , i.e., the sparsity-driven method for dynamic hand gesture recognition is evaluated under different values of sparsity P by conducting multifold validation within the training dataset offline, and the value of sparsity P corresponding to the highest recognition accuracy is selected in the final recognition system. In addition, it can be seen from Fig. 8 that the proposed method outperforms the sparse-SVM method under each value of sparsity. Furthermore, the recognition accuracies corresponding to 70% of training data are higher than that corresponding to 30% training data.
B. Analysis About the Recognition Accuracy and the Variance of the Gaussian Window
In this experiment, the performance of the proposed method versus the window size of the time-frequency dictionary is evaluated under different proportions of training data and different values of sparsity. The variance σ of the Gaussian window is varied from 8 to 48 with a step size of 8. The sparsity P is chosen from {17, 19, 21}, with which the proposed method obtains the highest recognition accuracy when the variance σ of the Gaussian window is 32 as presented in Section IV-A. The recognition accuracies yielded by the proposed method using 30% and 70% of data for training are illustrated in Fig. 9 (a) and (b), respectively. It can be seen that the proposed method achieves the best performance and the recognition accuracy changes slightly when the variance σ of the Gaussian window is in [16, 40] , which implies that the proposed method is quite robust to the window size of the time-frequency dictionary. The performance of the proposed method declines when the variance σ is less than 16 or larger than 40, this is because the frequency resolution or the time resolution of the Gaussian-windowed Fourier dictionary are poor when the variance of the Gaussian window is too small or too large [30] , respectively, which leads to the quality reduction of micro-Doppler feature extraction.
C. Analysis About the Recognition Accuracy and the Size of Training Dataset
In this experiment, the performance of the proposed method is analyzed with different sizes of training dataset. We compare the recognition accuracies yielded by the proposed method with that yielded by the sparse-SVM method, 2) the PCA in the time-frequency domain, which extracts the features in the time-frequency domain as presented in [16] and [17] . As for the DCNN-based method, the timefrequency spectrograms are fed into a DCNN, where the micro-Doppler features are extracted using convolutional filters and the recognition is performed through fully connected perceptron functions. The structure of the DCNN used in this paper is similar with that used in [7] . The proportions of training data are set to be varied from 10% to 90% with a step size of 10%, the sparsity P is set to be 17, and the variance σ of the Gaussian window is set to be 32. The resulting recognition accuracies are shown in Fig. 10 , where the proposed method obtains the highest recognition accuracies under different sizes of training set. In addition, the advantages of the proposed method over the PCA-based and DCNN-based methods are remarkable especially when the proportion of the training data is less than 50%. This implies the proposed method is more applicable than the PCA-based and DCNN-based methods when the training set is small.
D. Analysis of Recognition Accuracy and Noise Level
In this experiment, the proposed method, the PCAbased and DCNN-based methods are validated under different levels of additive Gaussian white noise (AWGN). The signals received by the radar are mixed with simulated AWGN according to the following expression: where y represents the received signal, ||y|| 2 represents the L 2 norm of y, λ is a nonnegative amplitude coefficient, and ε is an AWGN with zero mean and unit variance. According to (12) , the ratio between the power of the received signal and the AWGN equals to 1/λ 2 in the mixed signal s. It is worth emphasizing that the signal-to-noise ratio of the mixed signal s is not 1/λ 2 , because the received signal y also contains noise components as depicted in Fig. 2 .
The value of λ is varied from 0 to 1 with a step of 0.2. Under each value of λ, the recognition accuracies yielded by each method are measured by averaging over 100 trials of cross validations. Here, the sparsity P is set to be 17, and the variance σ of the Gaussian window is set to be 32. The experimental results corresponding to 30% and 70% of data for training are depicted in Fig. 11(a) and (b) , respectively. It can be seen that the recognition accuracy yielded by the proposed sparsity-driven method is higher than 90% when the value of λ is less than 1. Moreover, the proposed method outperforms the PCA-based and DCNN-based methods in conditions of small training dataset under moderate noise. In addition, the descent speed of recognition accuracies along the λ-axis of the proposed method is faster than that of the PCA-based and DCNN-based methods, which implies that the performance of the proposed method may be worse than the PCA-based and DCNN-based methods in conditions of serious noise. E. Recognition Accuracy for Unknown Personnel Targets
As described in Section II, the dynamic hand gesture signals are measured from three personnel targets, denoted as Targets 1, 2, and 3, respectively. In Sections IV-A-IV-C, the data measured from Targets 1, 2, and 3 are mixed together, and a part of the data are used for training and the remaining data are used for testing. In this experiment, the data measured from one of Targets 1, 2, and 3 are used for training, and the data measured from the other two personnel targets are used for testing. This experiment aims to validate the proposed method in condition of recognizing the dynamic hand gestures of unknown personnel targets. Cross validation is employed in this experiment. We randomly select 70% of the data measured from one of Targets 1, 2, and 3 for training and 70% of the data measured from the other two personnel targets for testing. The recognition accuracies are averaged over 50 trails with randomly selected training data and testing data. The sparsity P is set to be 17, and the variance σ of the Gaussian window is set to be 32. The resulting recognition accuracies are listed in Table III . It can be seen that the proposed method obtains the highest recognition accuracies under all conditions. This implies that the proposed method is superior to the sparse-SVM method, the PCA-based methods, and the DCNN-based method in terms of recognizing dynamic hand gestures of unknown personnel targets.
F. Analysis About the Time Consumption
In the sparsity-driven method for dynamic hand gesture recognition, the OMP algorithm performs P inner iterations for each received signal to extract the micro-Doppler feature, where P is the sparsity of the received signal. As presented by the experimental results in Section IV-A, the sparsity P can be selected less than 21 to achieve satisfying recognition accuracies. Therefore, the number of inner iterations of the OMP algorithm is less than 21, and the time consumption is controllable.
The computational time consumed by the dynamic hand gesture recognition methods are measured in this section. The hardware platform is a laptop with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4200M CPU inside, and the CPU clock frequency and the memory size are 2.5 GHz and 3.7 GB, respectively. The software platform is MATLAB 2014a and the operation system is Windows 10. For each method, the running time for training and classifying are measured Table IV . It can be seen that the sparsitydriven method and the DCNN-based method consume the longest time for classifying and training dynamic hand gesture signals, respectively, among all the tested approaches. In realistic applications, the dynamic hand gesture recognition needs to be real-time processing. Considering that the training process can be accomplished offline, the bottleneck of real-time processing is the time consumption for classifying. Since the running time for classifying one hand gesture by the proposed sparsity-driven method with the nonoptimized MATLAB code is only 0.22 s, it is promising to achieve real-time processing with optimized code on DSP or graphics processing unit platforms in practical applications.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have investigated the feasibility and performance of sparsity-driven micro-Doppler extraction method for dynamic hand gesture recognition. Taking advantage of the sparse properties of radar echoes reflected from dynamic hand gestures, the OMP algorithm was used to extract the micro-Doppler features of dynamic hand gesture signals. The extracted features were inputted into modified-Hausdorff-distance-based NN classifier to determine the type of dynamic hand gestures. Real data collected by a K-band CW radar are used to validate the proposed method. Experimental results show that the proposed method obtains recognition accuracy higher than 96% and outperforms the PCA-based and DCNN-based methods in conditions of small training dataset under moderate noise. In addition, the proposed method is expected to achieve real-time processing with optimized code and accelerated hardware. Application of the proposed method to a larger database with more types of dynamic hand gestures will be included in future work. 
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